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Abstract- Recently a number of academic publications have
investigated various properties and dynamics of author's
contributors on online Web 2.0 communities. The most
intensively examined communities have until now been
discussion boards and blogs. In this paper we look at, and
identify revealing patterns of content publishers on YouTube.
This is the most popular community based service on the world
wide web as ranked by the frequency of visited webpages. The
research is motivated in terms of gaining better understanding
of content publishing habits within financial news topic
specifically and we investigate the potential for trend detection
in financial markets area. A number of side issues, such as
publisher bias and various video properties are also examined. It
turns out, the number of video submissions by professional
authors has increased considerably in recent months. There is
significant quantity to allow statistical analysis of events. As we
show, the potential value of the data on YouTube cannot be
ignored any longer. We present recent results and work on a
project that investigated a completely new dataset, not really
considered in previous literature.
I. INTRODUCTION

Youtube is the most popular community based website,
based on web traffic which has been constantly growing
(since its founding in February 2005), earning it ranking in
top 3 most frequently visited websites in the world, according
to alexa.com. It reaches about 5% of internet users in a day
and generates 20% pageviews on Internet. A number of
companies seem to have realised this and there now seems to
be a trend of traditional media companies starting to make
heavy use of media sharing websites, youtube in particular.
This seems to be motivated by a number of factors, among
others; receiving user community exposure and
acknowledgement through providing quality video content
and direct advertising by pushing products or services onto
youtube community and visitors. In this paper we investigate
identities of YouTube video uploaders in financial news and
the properties characteristic of uploaded content. It is
becoming important to understand user properties and
dynamics in Web 2.0 systems. Rodrigues [23] for example
analysed response habits of online discussion board members
and found interesting yet different network collaboration
structures for various discussion topics. Choudhury et al, [8]
analysed response times and magnitude of activity on
commenting blogs by categorising posters of blog comments
into various information roles, such as early responders,
loyals, late trailers and outliers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,

background and past literature is discussed, section 3 presents
some system considerations, with results being demonstrated
in section 4, followed by conclusions drawn and further work
highlighted in section 5.
II. BACKGROUND

Web 2.0 is not a new version of the World Wide Web, but
it is a different approach to user interaction with web. It
breaks the old paradigm of communication between webmasters and users by allowing web-users to create and upload
web content through an interaction with user interface [31].
Such an evolution of principles of using the web, stimulated
rapid explosion of many community-based portals like
myspace.com, facebook.com or youtube.com [31, 28, 22, 25].
A. Becoming serious
Most people have heard of twitter, facebook or blogs.
These web 2.0 systems started off for “fun”. They provided
means for a novel way of keeping in touch and sharing
information with other users. In recent US presidential
elections twitter and facebook were heavily employed and
blogs are now used by companies as synonymous
communication channels with customers. Web 2.0 media
seems to have gained considerable significance in the society.
This can be backed up by research [13, 1, 11, 12, 21, 32, 26].
Youtube among with other media sharing websites such as
Revver.com and others, have become popular mainly for
entertainment. Most videos on youtube in particular, used to
be on music, comedy and general entertainment. With its
rising popularity however, many users now upload every and
any kind of imaginable videos, ranging from personal videos,
to mobile phone videos of s US soldiers in Iraq. It seems
video sharing is now increasingly used for serious purposes.
A number of companies have for example launched
advertising campaigns via youtube (e.g. Nike) 1 and youtube
was even used as an advertising channel for tobacco
companies [14]. In this paper we investigate whether financial
news are well represented on youtube. Our results show much
promise.
B. Previous Work
A number of academics have investigated web
applications, such as wikis [15, 5, 3, 2], blogs [20, 5, 27,
8], podcasts [5], community media sharing [7, 6, 16, 19,
14] or discussion boards [29, 30, 4, 10, 9, 24, 23]. We
1

2.0
17,
18,
are

http://www.youtube.com/blog is a good information
source about most campaigns and promotion projects.
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now starting to better understand these new media, by
analysing user behaviour and habits. It must be pointed out
that in relation to finance, most work, up to this point was
done on blogs or discussion boards. There was no
investigation into media sharing applications in conjunction
with finance. Therefore, this paper presents a valuable
contribution to the field.
A brief rundown of some existing literature on youtube
follows. Havley and Keane in “Exploring Social Dynamics in
Online Media Sharing” [19] found that youtube users prefer
browsing rather than uploading their own videos. On average,
they view 966 clips against 11 submitted files. Moreover,
community facilities available after signing-in are not widely
exploited. Most users are anonymous and do not participate in
various web 2.0 activities like commenting, video responding
or rating. Furthermore, only small percentage of users has
subscriptions for favorite clips or channels.
In the paper “I tube, You Tube, Everyone Tubes:
Analyzing the World’s Largest User Generated Content
Video System” [6], it was found that Youtube on average
experienced 65'000 new video submissions per day.
Similarly, to “Exploring Social Dynamics in Online Media
Sharing” this research concludes that there is very little web
2.0 activity, most users stay anonymous and even if they
register, the level of their participation is low. Authors also
drag attention to very important aspect, which is content
aliasing. As anyone can upload nearly any content on
Youtube, there exist multiple copies of videos relating to a
single event. Hence there are many identical videos submitted
by different users and this probably dilutes popularity of a
corresponding video. “Analysis of Online Video Search and
Sharing” written also by Havley and Keane [18], reveals that
in general all of the videos that receive greater number of hits,
have more descriptive meta information. It means that more
textual information in the form of tags, title, and description
makes these pages more popular than others. This is probably
a consequence of the fact that the search algorithm picks these
videos up with more likelihood and matches them with search
terms. [14] investigated whether youtube videos promote
smoking. It was found that search term “smoking” had
returned 29'325 results on YouTube. After in depth analysis
of the content of top 50 clips, it turned out that YouTube is
used as a channel for advertising tobacco.
It is clear that with 65'000 new video submission every
day [6], and as we show in section IV, still rising, even
thought [19, 6] point out low web 2.0 activity in relation to
the entire user base, youtube is clearly a powerfull web 2.0
phenomenon. [14] presents an interesting aspect of one of
many ways in which advertisers make use of youtube.
III. CONSIDERATIONS

A. Input data
Youtube is a free community-driven website through
which registered users can upload unlimited number of videos
and share them with other users. Each video must be given a
title and be assigned to a specified category (e.g. News,
Music, Entertainment). A publisher can optionally provide

further details.
Every uploaded video on youtube is in the form of a video
file and a set of related meta data describing the file. Such
meta data contains video title, description, category, date of
submission, view count, duration and author. Since youtube is
a social website it also allows users to comment, rate (1 out of
5) and submit response videos. Videos can also be tagged
with arbitrary tags that might help identify a video better. The
meta data attached to a file is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Video meta data associated with a youtube file. Highlighted fields
represent three main streams of textual data

In Fig 1. Title, Description, Category and Tags provide
basic information as to the content of a video clip. Author,
Date, communicate who and when submitted the file. Ratings
and Duration tell us a little bit more about the video.
Viewcount and Comments can be quite important for an
analysis, the former can be important in judging the
popularity of a video and the latter also provides us with
collective opinion about a video contribution in textual form.
Related videos are video recommendations that might be of
similar content to the target video. This is done by an
algorithm that is kept secret 2. Response videos are actual file
responses to the original clip, and are usually used to create a
so called “video-debate“.
B. Data Retrieval
In November 2006 youtube was acquired by Google, Inc.
and after a few months Google implemented their API called
GDATA, enabling developers to integrate systems with
youtube platform. We made use of this API to extract as
much financial market video meta data as possible for the
entire available time period. Videos based on search
keywords FTSE, DOW JONES, NASDAQ, NIKKEI, CAC,
DAX3, and also related and response videos were retrieved.
Since each of these videos has a lot of meta data associated,
we extracted altogether about, 90'400 videos, 89'000 tags and
3'749'000 comments on submissions related to finance news.
A number of issues with API were encountered, some
errors were discovered and some limitations imposed by the
youtube terms and conditions. It was ensured that terms and
conditions were complied with by an appropriate
implementation of our scripts. Main bulk of data extraction
process took over 7 days. After this we run extraction scripts
daily to ensure database was kept up to date with recent video
2

3

According to youtube support section, http://help.youtube.com/support/
youtube/bin/answer.py?hl=iw&answer=95612 (Consulted on 2 April
2009), this algorithm is kept secret.
UK, USA, Japanese, French and German stock indices respectively
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submissions. Since our system required manipulation of large
amounts of data, a powerful server set up; DELL PowerEdge
1950 III with two CPUs Intel Quad Core Xeon 2.66GHz,
8GB of RAM memory and SAS hard drives running Linux
Debian OS and MySQL was used in experiments.

Given this rapid increase in financial news video
submissions, we were interested into who actually uploads
videos and how these video uploads are distributed over time.
ReutersVideo
NTDTV

C. Querying Youtube
Retrieval of youtube videos can be challenging for at least
two reasons. First, there are a number of limiting conditions
enforced on the amount of retrievable clips on particular
topics and secondly ensuring that videos contain the target
content requires some filtering. To avoid problems with the
first issue we introduced coping mechanisms into our scripts.
In order to deal with the second issue, it was ensured that
searches were constrained. We found that best way to
constrain a search was to impose restrictions on the tags that
could be associated with a video submission. It was found
that filtering content by a combination of tags was very
effective. Queries that were only filtered by keywords or topic
(i.e. News) often returned too much unrelated content.

CBS
AlJazeeraEnglish
AssociatedPress
Bloomberg
0
1000 2000 3000 4000
Fig. 3. Ranking of authors (top 5 and Reuters)

5000

IV. RESULTS

First and foremost, the question of how much market
news is really submitted on youtube arises. That is, it is very
important to acknowledge that maybe there is too little video
submissions on financial news within youtube. Contrary to
this however we fount that youtube contains a large number
of file submissions. Samples of files have been inspected,
most of the videos are of relatively high quality, often
reporting on financial events throughout the day or analysing
possible strategies for the next day or week(s). As can be
appreciated in Fig. 2., especially in the period after September
2008 there was a rapid increase in video submissions. This
could be associated to the crisis. During this time, awareness
of crisis and risk of recession became widespread throughout
(for example. bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers at this time
dragged attention of many reporters to financial collapse and
economic instability). However it could just be the rapid
increase in overall popularity of youtube. Therefore
benchmark data was needed to associate this trend with one or
the other reason. We hence retrieved similar quantity of
videos from 3 independent categories, namely; music,
entertainment and sport. A comparison of monthly time series
data for each category showed that only financial video
submissions experienced a rapid increase (statistically
significant) in fourth quarter of 2008, see Fig.2 below.

Fig. 2. Comparison of video submissions over various categories

Fig. 4. Video submissions of selected popular authors

Figures Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that not only passionate
users upload videos but apparently, most active users turned
to be worldwide press agencies like Bloomberg, Associated
Press, Al Jazeera or CBS. They became much more active in
second half of 2008 and maintain this trend in 2009.
TABLE I
AUTHOR STATISTICS
Author

Video submission properties
Avg.
Title
Length

Avg.
Desc.
Length

Avg.
View
Count

Avg.
Ratng

Avg.
no. of
Raters

Avg.
Duration
(secds)

Bloomberg

51

126

308

1.81

1

268

Associated
Press

39

289

10'082

3.79

27

85

AlJazee-ra
English

50

284

13'090

4.62

41

416

CBS

26

172

34'363

3.98

100

192

NTDTV

36

1'065

2'776

4.39

8

122

Reuters
Video

28

272

5146

3.51

8

115

Table I shows quite interesting data about these authors,
i.e. different attributes of their videos and how users perceive
these clips. For example, Bloomberg tends to submit videos
with very short descriptions of 126 characters and duration of
268 seconds on average. Associated Press’s videos average
description length is more than twice greater (289 characters)
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however videos themselves have shorter duration (84 seconds
on average). The community appreciates Associated Press
videos more and manifests that by much higher rating (3.8
against 1.8) and intensity of rating (27 against 1 rates per
video). AP videos have average view count of 10'089 whereas
the same figure for Bloomberg equals 308. It would confirm
the findings of [18] mentioned in section II. As AP has longer
descriptions, it therefore has more keywords to match by
search engine. This may be the reason of such disproportion
of view counts in contrast to Bloomberg.
Inspecting these attributes over a total of 1'000 publishers
we found following statistically significant (all beyond 95%
significance level) correlations:
D
D
D
D
D
D

Avg. View Count – Avg. no. of Raters
Avg. Title Length – Avg. Desc. Length;
Avg. Title Length – Avg. Rating;
Avg. View Count – Avg. Rating;
Avg. Rating – Avg no. of Raters
Avg Rating – Avg Duration

Fig. 5. Video submissions related to significant events / subjects

0.852
0.315
0.187
0.133
0.174
0.149

Most of these are self explanatory, such as the relationship
between number of people who saw a clip and the number of
people who also rated a clip is clearly correlated. An
interesting insight is provided by the second correlation, that
is that most publishers who use descriptive (longer) titles also
tend to use more descriptive video descriptions or summaries.
The correlation of 0.133 between view count and increasing
average rating, indicates that users generally appreciate
videos on youtube. This does not go against intuition that
since there is a recession, ratings should be negatively
correlated. This is because ratings do not usually address the
content of the video messages itself. Instead, as we
discovered ourselves, ratings are generally only relevant
towards quality, accuracy and stylistic factors of a video.
We attempted to built a number of regression models to
describe some of the attributes in Table 1. Models for
different attributes as dependent variables were optimised on
1'000 instances of publishers. No significant or interesting
model other than the bi-variate correlation relationships
described above were found using simple linear regression.
As an example a linear regression model for the number of
raters (y), is of the form, see equation 1.
y7.790.957 t Ÿ19.59 rŸ0.003 vŸƼ

topics that received tremendous attention over last few
months were selected and aggregated over months.

In Fig. 5. video submissions related to significant events in
the world, are presented. When Lehman Brothers collapsed,
governments of different countries tried to rescue banks from
bankruptcies through bailouts. It was one of many signs that
global economic slowdown and a recession was approaching.
Traditional media devoted much attention to this problem.
There is hence strong increase of videos containing tags
‘bailout’ and ‘crisis’ in September 2008 to above 700 videos
in the month. Likewise, fall of Lehman brothers was reflected
on youtube by about 300 of videos in the same month. The
fraud case of Madoff’s financial pyramid was revealed in
December and resulted in loud, public arresting of Bernard
Madoff. More than 100 videos in December and in
consecutive months refer to the issue.
B. Publishers in other Categories
We inspected financial news publishers on youtube in quite
some detail. However, what about other categories of video
topics on youtube, who is responsible for their submissions.
Table II presents top 10 publishers of content in music,
entertainment and the sports categories.

(1)

TABLE II
TOP 10 PUBLISHERS IN DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
Rank

Market news

Music

Entertainment

Sports

1

Bloomberg

SonyBMG

Machinima

NBA

2

Associated
Press

Hoover4000

Booklvr1256

Expertvillage

AlJazeera
English

Andromeda
881

Ginaya

NHLVideo

where t, r and v stand for title length, rating and view
count, respectively. This is not quite so interesting and can be
summarised as; number of raters depend on increasing
number of viewers (standardised beta = 0.842), to some
degree on average rating and a smaller title length.

3

6

A. News Topics
We looked at numerous financial news publishers that
actively report on the youtube platform, however what is it
that they report on? It turns out the most accurate way to
categorise videos by sub-topics is to filter them over
associated tags (see III subsection C.). A number of recent

7
8

Ehowfinance Kinagrannis QuickUploadr

4

CBS

Jwcfree

CBS

RandomPokr

5

NTDTV

Rpoland

Uluvshane

TNAwrestlng

Thermal1

Somedia

Ichglotzutube

TeamFlight

Expertvillage

Parlophone

JPizzle1122

Pennyccw

9
10

Reuters
Video

Sori1004jy

FXbootcamp SilvaGunner

Jon747

LaaDida3

Ialousse24

Newscribe

TrueWrestlng
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As can be appreciated from top 10 publishers in Table II,
most content within Music and Entertainment seems to be
submitted by individual users and / or artists, except the odd
big label company, such as “SonyBMG” in Music. Within
sports and market news on contrary, professional publishers
seem to provide bulk of the content. NBA or NHL, are the
official channels (publishers) for the U.S. Basketball and
Hockey leagues respectively.

[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Individual content publishers within financial news
domain, on the most popular web 2.0 media sharing platform,
youtube.com, were investigated in this paper. A unique and
relatively novel dataset was analysed. We looked at who
publishes content and in what quantities. Various properties
and community feedback was analysed, and a number of
interesting relationships discovered. An investigation of
publisher dynamics over time clearly showed that numerous
reputable (financial) news agencies, now actively submit
video content. The strong presence of established agencies on
youtube seems to have a good effect on reliability and quality
of submitted content.
Most of all this paper highlights the significance web 2.0
communities have gained. In fact it seems that for Bloomberg
and others, youtube is becoming an information publishing
channel of importance. The crisis has pushed financial news
reporting on youtube to before unprecedented levels. There is
no reason why this should change and in fact, media sharing
services are set to continue in this trend of growth.
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